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First things first: If you have changed
your email address, please let us know.
You
can
contact
me
at
sherylbassi@hughes.net , or Evelyn
Coop e r, Ne ws l e t t e r Ed i t o r, at
emcooper@hughes.net . Please update us
if your contact info has changed.
Wow! It’s hard to believe it’s March
already! Spring will be here soon and
nesting season is quickly getting underway.
If you haven’t already checked out and
prepped your nestboxes, now is the time to
get it done. Make sure the box is in good
repair. Make sure to soap the inside top
(and down the sides) of the box with Ivory
bar soap (dry) to discourage wasps. Grease
around the bottom of the pole the box is
mounted on to stop ants, and it also gives
you signs if any predator i.e. snakes have
tried to climb the pool. Make sure predator
guards are in good shape and working
properly. If you have issues with house
sparrows, make sure to have materials on
hand to install sparrow spookers (for
information see June 2016 issue of the
Bayou Bluebird Nest News
available
on
line
at:
w w w . l a b a yo u b l u e b i r d s o c i e t y. o r g . )
Spookers have proven to be very effective.
If Crows or Owls become a problem, an
entrance hole extension of 2 inches will
solve the problem. Past issues of Bayou
Bluebird Nest News have lots of valuable
information for all bluebird hosts. A
complete list of issues in printable .pdf
form can be found on our website listed
above.
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Con’t from page 3
Cypress Bend Bluebird Trail
The Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society
(LBBS) is pleased to announce the
opening of a new bluebird trail at the
Cypress Bend Resort on the eastern shore
of Toledo Bend Reservoir in Sabine
Parish. The 15-house trail is located along
the Resort’s scenic 18-hole golf course.
The golf course provides an ideal
environment for bluebirds with wooded
edges and plenty of fairway grass for the
birds to hunt food. Volunteers from LBBS
along with volunteers from the Sabine
Master Gardeners (SMG) assisted with the
installations and the Sabine Master
Gardeners funded materials for the trail
through a grant.
The Cypress Bend Resort is located
17.5 miles north of the reservoir dam.
Toledo Bend Reservoir, always rated as a
top national lake for bass fishing, is
almost 65 miles long, formed by placing a
dam on the Sabine River, the border river
between Louisiana and Texas. The new
Cypress Bend Bluebird Trail is located
16.5 miles (as the bluebird flies!) almost
due west of the Hodges Gardens Bluebird

Trail, which has been active for over 30
years and has been stewarded by LBBS
since 2005.
Volunteers Sylvia Kidder (LBBS &
SMG), Margaret Kemp (LBBS &
SMG), and Hill Kemp (LBBS) were
assisted by volunteers from Sabine
Master Gardeners in installing the
houses along the golf course. Special
thanks go out to new LBBS Members
Cheryl and Donald Russell who built the
houses and painted the predator guards,
and to Hill Kemp for preparing all the
parts for installation in the field. Also
Sabine Master Gardeners volunteers
Susan Duhon (LBBS & SMG
and Carolyn Martin (LBBS & SMG),
MG), helped install the houses. The
Cypress Bend Golf Course pro worked
with these volunteers to locate the
houses to both serve the bluebirds and
not interfere with the golfing.
Monitoring of both the Cypress Bend
and Hodges Gardens trails will continue
to be handled by LBBS Sabine Parish
volunteers

This is the wonderful sign that
Hill and Margaret Kemp and
Sylvia Kidder, Many, LA had
made and attached to the
nestboxes on the Cypress
Bend Bluebird Trail at
Cypress Gardens. LBBS is so
proud of the new trail and
monitors and thanks to all of
them!
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The Importance of Nesting Box Location
Lawrence Zeleny

In planting trees, it often has been said
truthfully that it is far better to plant a 50
cent tree in a $10 hole than a $10 tree in a
50 cent hole. Similarly, it is far better to set
out a cheap, poorly constructed bluebird
nesting box in a suitable location (as long as
the box meets certain rough measurements
requirements) than to set out a beautifully
constructed box in the wrong place. It is
distressing to note how frequently
organizations will go to great pains and
expenses to make or buy larger number of
the finest possible bluebird boxes only to set
them out where there is almost no chance
the bluebirds will use them.
Bluebirds are not really fussy about the
location of their nests. They will accept
nesting boxes in a wide variety of habitats;
but they do have certain strong preferences.
There are many kinds of locations that they
reject completely, usually for good reason.
Many disappointments on a bluebird trail
can be avoided by understanding of the
“birds’ habitat requirements.
Perhaps the most important thing to
remember is that bluebirds almost always
refuse to nest within the limits of cities or
large towns, and usually all but the outer
fringes of surburban developments. This
was not always the case. Before the advent
of the House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)
and starling (Sturnus vulgaris) in North
America, bluebirds nested freely in
residential sections of most cities. But how
the bluebirds seem to have learned from sad
experience that they cannot compete with
the abundance of the foreign birds in
metropolitan areas.
In the case of our efforts in the
Washington, D.C. region many individuals .

have tried hard in recent years to entice
bluebirds to nest in Maryland and Virginia
residential suburbs. Most of the suburban
area is within ten miles of the center of the
city. Within that radius our efforts have
only very limited success. Yet within 50
miles of Washington and Baltimore many
thousands of young bluebirds have been
successfully raised during the same period
in nesting boxes monitor by our
collaborators. This highly successful area
consist of some of the far-outlying
suburbs and many small towns; but is
mostly rural in character, made up mainly
of small farms and large country estates—
—ideal bluebird habitat.
The next important point to remember
is that bluebirds will not nest in heavily
wooded areas and rarely in any dense
shade. They prefer sunny or lighted
shaded locations for their nesting boxes.
Yet wide open fields are less appealing to
them than areas where there are some
trees nearby. Since bluebirds feed largely
from the ground, they are very partial to
areas where the ground is not covered
with tall vegetation. Thus bluebirds favor
places where the grass or weeds are kept
closely cropped or weeds are kept closely
cropped or where the ground is stoney or
too infertile to permit more than sparse
plant growth.
Over
grown hedgerows provide
excellent nesting sites, protection, and
often food for many songbirds, but
bluebirds much prefer to nest at some
distance from shrubbery or underbrush.
They seem to know instinctively that in
Con’t on page 6
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Con’t from page 5
The Importance of Nesting Box Location
brushy areas House Wrens (Troglodytes
aedon) are much more likely to interfere
with their nests. Similarly, nesting boxes
on fences that are free from vines and
weeds are more attractive to bluebirds
than those on fences that have become
covered with vegetation.
Another important consideration often
overlooked is that, in the general vicinity
of their nests, bluebirds need convenient
perching places well of the ground but
from which they can get unobstructed
views of the ground. Bluebirds obtain
most of their food by scanning the ground
from these overhead perches. Whenever
a suitable insect is spotted the bird will
drop to the ground, seize its prey, and
return to the same or another perch. At
least one such perching place should be
within 50 feet or so of the nesting box
since, during the incubation period
particularly, the male bird will use such a
perch both for scanning the ground for
food and for standing guard over his mate
and her nest. He will attack furiously any
other bird or animal that shows any
interest in his nesting box.
Favorite perches are the lower dead
branches of trees, from about 8 to 12 feet
from the ground. Bluebirds are willing,
however, to settle for perches nearer the
ground such as fence posts or wires, or for
more higher perches such as telephone or
electric wires. When no other perches are
available, a few stakes 5 feet or more long
driven into the ground in the general
vicinity of the nesting box will be greatly
appreciated by the bluebirds. Birds have
remarkably keen eyesight, far better than
ours, and have no difficulty spotting tiny
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Insects on the ground from high perches.
Mountain Bluebirds (Sialia currucoides)
are somewhat less dependent on lookout
perches that Eastern Bluebirds (S. sialis) or
Western (S. Mexicana) They are masters
of the art of hovering as they scanthe
ground for food. This permits them to
make a more thorough search of any area
than they can from fixed perches, but this
advantage is surely gained at the cost of
considerable expenditure of energy.
Following are some kinds of locations
that are likely to provide the best bluebird
habitat during the nesting season:
* Pastures
* Golf courses
* Large lawns
* Abandoned orchards
* Country cemeteries
* Roadsides of small country roads
* Open borders of woodlands
* Cultivated fields with low
Growing crops and open spaces
between rows
* Any open areas with scattered
Trees and sparse vegetation or
short grass
Nesting boxes are best mounted on
smooth metal posts which may be kept
well greased during the nesting season to
control climbing predators.
Where
predators are not a serious problem (fences,
posts and utility poles (with permission
from utility company) are excellent and
convenient for mounting the boxes. Trunk
of isolated trees may be used if there are no
squirrels or climbing predators in that area.
This article was first published in the
February 25, 1976 edition of Purple Martin
News (now Nature Society News) and is
reprinted with permission.
Article used with permission from Sialia
The Quarterly Journal Of NABS Vol 7 No,
1, Winter 1985

Con’t from page 2
From The Perch
Now for the good news/bad news front:
first, the bad news: there are no plans in place
to re-open Hodges Gardens to the public as of
this writing. The public access to the Dr.
Shirl Brunell Bluebird Trail is not an option,
however, the Hodges family has given limited
access to several members of LBBS to
monitor and maintain the trail
We do
appreciate the Hodges family Board of
Directors for working with us to maintain this
very prolific and much loved trail.
Now for the good news: Margaret and Hill
Kemp, along with Sylvia Kidder, have
established a new bluebird trail in the Many
area. Located at Cypress Hills Resort, Many,
the 15box trail is located along the grounds of
the Resort’s golf course. LBBS member,
Cheryl Russell volunteered to build the
nestboxes and provide the poles for mounting.
The Kidder/Kemp families donated materials
and labor for the predator guards and for
nestbox installation.
The Sabine Parish
Master Gardeners covered any other related
expenses. Cypress Hills allowed signs to be
placed along the course about the trail, and
tags on all the boxes identifies each of them as
a part of a LBBS sponsored trail. The Kemp/
Kidder families have accepted the
responsibility of monitoring and maintaining
the trail. This was truly a community effort.
We are so blessed to have such dedicated
bluebirders as a part of LBBS!
Here’s even more Good News! LBBS was
contacted by Brandon Frazier of Denham
Springs.
He has become a dedicated
bluebirder and inquired about help in
establishing a public trail in South Park,
Denham Springs.
After he received
permission from the Board overseeing South
Park to establish a trail, LBBS was happy to
donate 5 nestboxes to aid in his effort to
establish his trail Brand will be monitoring
this trail. We expect great things!
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Make sure you are ready for the
nesting season. It is upon us, as I have
seen several bluebirds in my yard
checking out natural cavities and
nestboxes. I’ve heard from a number of
you seeing the same. I hope you have a
wonderful and prolific nesting season!
Let us know how it goes!
Happy Birding!
Sheryl

LBBS member, Barbara Helms,
Pensacola, FL, sent us a picture of her
Eastern Bluebird nest and egg laying
this year on February 16th.

Photo by: David Kinneer, VA
Little Mama working her heart out!
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